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Food and drink news
Lite bites

Worship at a lavish Buddha food temple

FFOOOODD&&DDRRIINNKK

8 Victoria Embankment, WC2 (020 3371 7777)
Two courses for two with cocktails, wine
and service, £160

BUDDHA BAR

winners in town

HILARY ARMSTRONG

LARUSHKA  IVAN-ZADEH

Buddha can
you spare a
dime: fabulous
surroundings
but the prices
for the small
portions 
of food at
Buddha Bar
will have 
you counting
the pennies

IF YOU’VE not yet heard of the
Buddha Bar, you soon will. The
originals in Paris and New York
are A-list celeb haunts — and the
new London outpost is the next
hot hangout. I’ve got to say
visually it’s jaw-dropping. Big as a
temple, with its two storey-high
gold Buddha it reminds you of the
kung fu climax in Kill Bill: Vol 1.
It’s all about the velvet rope here
so call ahead to be on the guest
list, then you can ogle the stars to
your heart’s content at the
reasonably priced bar. And if I
were you, I’d stay there. The date

had a fine Old Fashioned cocktail
(£8.50) and I enjoyed a lovely
Cinderella (pear juice, Woodford
Reserve, Xanté, bitters, £9.50).
But in the restaurant things went
a bit pear-shaped. 
We liked the food — it was

innovative, freshly prepared and
served. The problem was stingy
portions at inflated prices. My
£15 starter was two measly bits of
crayfish wrapped in sliced raw
carrot, pepper and avocado. A £10
hot dish of wok-fried calamari

and frogs’ legs had the spicy kick
of a posh KFC, but without the
portion size. Next up, duck breast
with bok choi and mushrooms
came to £14.50, but was no better
than you’d get for half the price
in Chinatown. I liked my
main, a roasted black cod in
a lovely miso sauce, but it
wasn’t worth £21.50. It
wasn’t even accompanied:
a side of steamed veg will
cost you £8. Afterwards
we felt so poor we
couldn’t get a taxi home,
let alone a £44 Buddha
Bar T-shirt. This is the
place to be for the next
few months, so enjoy the
bar and leave dining to the
wealthy A-listers.

FAT-FREE frying in your
microwave cooker: the

faster, healthier, tastier
way to prepare your food.

Excellent for cooking a full
English breakfast in the
microwave, this gizmo
enables you to serve up
crisp bacon, fried eggs, sausages and
mushrooms. It browns and sears meats, grills
sandwiches and crisps frozen pizzas and
French fries without butter, oil or fat.

Microwave fat-free browning plate,
£16.99, thanksdarling.com

Well equipped
browning plate

Feast of
flavours:

Daisy, left,
and a

friend tuck
in at

Phoenix
Palace

ribs (£6), Peking hot and sour soup
(£3.50) and delicate steamed Peking
buns (£2.20) all fly the Beijing flag
with honour here. 
5 Glentworth Street, NW1 
(020 7486 3515)

YAUATCHA
YOUNG, punchy and redefining a
genre, Alan Yau’s Soho restaurant has
carved a niche in world-class dining by
elevating dim sum from traditional
Chinese breakfast fare to edgy evening
meals. There’s a huge variety of dim
sum and mains to choose from, with
jasmine tea-smoked organic ribs (£8)
giving a insight into Beijing-style food. 
15 Broadwick Street, W1 
(020 7494 8888)

FOUR SEASONS
THERE is one very good reason to
head to Four Seasons — roast duck.
The crispy-skinned ducks at this
Queensway institution are known to

have reduced patrons to tears of joy.
The setting is far from glamorous but
a bite or two of melting duck meat
dripping in special secret-recipe
sweet soy sauce make it worthwhile.
A whole duck (£18) will feed four
hungry people and at weekends,

queues down the street are testimony
to Four Seasons’ fame.
84 Queensway, W2 
(020 7229 4320)

SHANGHAI
THIS Dalston gem serves Chinese 
cuisine from an old pie and mash shop
— complete with wooden booths. If the
setting (and karaoke room) isn’t
enough to draw you east, the food will.
Look beyond the name and many
dishes bear Beijing hallmarks, such as
the pork belly stew with mature rice
wine (£8.50). On the dim sum menu
there’s aromatic duck spring rolls and
steamed fish dumplings (£2.90 each). 
41 Kingsland Road, E8 
(020 7254 2878)

A top Mexican Hat
●MEXICAN food is the hottest
trend around: now comes quirky
newcomer, Benito’s Hat. With a
Mexican chef, the new Goodge
Street eatery hits an authentic note
— burritos, tacos and salads are an
affordable £4-£6 each. This month
diners carrying a London Lite get
two-for-one margaritas. Benito’s
Hat, 56 Goodge Street, W1 (020
7637 3732)

Barmy for carny
●GASTROPUB Paradise By Way Of
Kensal Green gets into the carnival
spirit with its Carnival Nonsense
cocktail, made with two Caribbean
rums, coconut and exotic fruit. The
drink is on sale until the end of the
month so you can eke out carnival
revelry for that little bit longer. 
Paradise By Way Of Kensal Green,
19 Kilburn Lane, W10 
(020 8969 0098)

Levi’s genius
●LOOK out for chef and Dragons’
Den star, Levi Roots, at Notting Hill
Carnival. He recently published his
cookbook, Reggae Reggae, has his
very own chicken sub at Subway
and two fiery new sauces, but it’s
business as usual at his Rastaraunt.
Visit the Westbourne Park stall for
great Caribbean food: rice and peas,
jerk chicken and fried snapper.
reggae-reggae.co.uk 

Sharpen your sushi
●JAPANESE food experts Eat Japan
open up their sushi workshop to
non-professionals this year. Book
now for a three-hour workshop on
8 October at Ealing, Hammersmith
and West London College. Award-
winning sushi chefs are flying in
especially from Japan. Your maki
rolls will be better for it. 
£150pp, eat-japan.com

Ginger? Roger!
●THE onset of the monsoon in
Thailand is the season for shooting
ginger, an exotic root delicacy you
won’t often find in London. Try it at
Michelin-starred Thai eatery Nahm,
where chef David Thompson uses
its zingy crunch in a lobster, lemon-
grass and mint salad, £17.50.
Nahm, The Halkin, 5 Halkin
Street, SW1 (020 7333 1234)

A TYPICAL BEIJING MEAL  
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Tasty: Four Seasons is famed for its duck

Punchy: dim sum is a must at Yauatcha

1. Eating out is a local
pastime in Beijing. It’s
traditional to start a
meal with Peking hot
and sour soup, a spicy
dish that can contain
wood ear fungus,
bamboo shoots, tofu
and pork stock. 
2. Dim sum is
traditionally eaten only

until midday, but most
restaurants here serve
it in the evening, too.
The steamed or fried
parcels usually 
envelop pork, chicken
and prawns.
3. Pork is a
cornerstone of many
menus and you can’t
beat Capital spare ribs

(Peking style) —
served in a tangy
sweet and sour sauce. 
4. Peking duck is the
area’s signature dish.
The meat is often
eaten with pancakes,
spring onion and hoi
sin sauce. A whole
duck is usually 
enough for four.
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